
High school is hard, and that doesn’t begin to include the courses. Kids who are  
Neurodiverse or who have Social Anxiety struggle with the added burden of: 

•  meeting new people and establishing 
new friendships

• learning how to enter a group

• learning how to flirt and date

• dealing with social drama

They are:

•  Fearful of taking risks and often have 
only virtual friends with whom they play 
online.

•   They want friends but don’t know how to 
start a conversation, make small talk, or 
are terrified that they will be judged as 
inadequate or lacking because they have 
made some “terrible social blunder”.

•  They have difficulty reading the social 
landscape and respond inappropriately 
but are unaware that they are doing so.

•   They have a desire for a romantic  
relationship but don’t know how to  
flirt or, if someone flirts, they do not 
know how to respond.   

If this describes your child, they might enjoy Social Dynamix.

Social Dynamix offers high school students the opportunity to develop improved  
social communication skills using a unique form of action based techniques including 
Psychodrama, Sociodrama, and Improvisation. Students have the opportunity to work, 
using their own experiences and those of their peers, to find new and effective  
solutions to current social problems.

After years of developing the Social Dynamix method Carol found the more  
homogeneous the group, the higher the success rate of individuals. In a group where 
everyone shares similar  experiences, challenges, expectations and disappointments, 
these similarities create real trust and safety and people feel “seen”.  If you are  
interested in being part of a Social Dynamix group, Carol will meet with you  
individually to listen to who you are, what you want and what you need, then assess 
and determine the best match. She takes the time to understand and see the  
individual not the “diagnosis”.

An Action Based  
Program For  

Neurodiverse Teens To  
Increase The Likelihood  
of High School Success

www.socialdynamix.net

781-559-3196

For more information contact Carol Feldman-Bass 781-559-3176. Carol@socialdynamix.net. 
Currently forming groups set to start in March. These are not drop-in groups. Space is limited. Max 8 people to a group.

IF YOUR TEEN IS STRUGGLING IN HIGH SCHOOL, HERE’S HOW YOU CAN HELP.

How do I  
make friends in  
high school...?

and once I make  
a friend, how do  

I keep them?What do  
I do next?


